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You don’t say a lot about yourself on your website, and I 

know that you’ve said you don’t like talking about your work. 

I’m hoping we can persuade you to share a little more with 

our readers. Can we start with a little background about you 

growing up in West Cornwall and how this influenced your 

early interests, education and career?

 Firstly, I am very proud of my Cornish roots and felt very lucky 
as a child to be living in such a beautiful and dramatic part of the 
UK. We didn’t have a lot of spare money in our family so holidays 
tended to be spent close to home. There were certainly no foreign 
trips (although I did visit Yorkshire a couple of times!). The thing 
I remember most from those days was the sense of freedom 
in the landscape and what we could do in it. Big skies, Atlantic 

swells and huge seas, hidden coves and beaches, moorland and 
open countryside. Places to explore. Places to get lost in. There 
is a sense of magic – a special quality of light and air that many 
visitors to West Penwith often remark on. We were fortunate to 
be in touch with it all the time. It seemed to seep in somehow 
and colour the way we saw life. Days seemed endless. 

 I started learning to play the piano at the age of 7, guitar soon 
followed in my teens, and later the tenor saxophone. I found 
music to be the way I chose to best express my creativity. I wrote 
songs (not particularly good ones), formed bands and musical 
partnerships, tapped into the burgeoning folk scene that was 
happening in Cornwall at that time, and generally sucked it all up!
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 I contacted Kevin early in 2017, but as he was in the midst of a hasty departure from the East Midlands 

(I hasten to add he wasn’t on the run) and searching for a new home in West Dorset we decided to wait. 

Now that he has a house and a newly plastered and painted office, his computer and files have emerged 

from storage and we thought we would pick up on the conversation. Last time I moved, photography did 

not occupy such a major part of my day to day life, so I can only imagine how frustrating it must be to 

have to put everything on hold. But I wonder too about what might come of an enforced sabbatical and 

whether less time and less gear for photography can have hidden benefits. If nothing else, it may give us 

chance to take stock and make new plans.
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When did you first become interested in 

photography and what subjects or styles attracted 

you initially?

 Art and artists seemed to be everywhere in Cornwall 
at that time. You could be out walking and come across 
Patrick Heron sketching on the moor above Zennor or 
(as once happened to me) go to the local newsagent’s 
and bump into Barbara Hepworth buying a packet of 
fags! I was given a cheap Brownie camera as a birthday 
present and used it mostly for taking ‘views’ around 
the local area and attempted posed portraits of friends 

and family. My main frustration was my apparent total 
lack of ability to draw or paint. I knew what I liked but I 
couldn’t create it. I went to the local (all boys) Grammar 
School. We had an art teacher there who was a ‘bit 
famous’ and extremely bohemian. I remember in our 
first class with him he announced – ‘I have taught at this 
school for twenty years and in that time I have come 
across one boy who could draw.’ I somehow knew I was 
not to become the second. He would take us down to 
the harbour, give us a board, four drawing pins and a 
sheet of A3, sit us along the harbour wall with our legs 
dangling over the drop and tell us to ‘Look at the water 
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and draw what you feel.’ He would then retire to the 
pub over the road and, after ascertaining which of us 
had the most accurate watch, tell us to make our own 
way back to school at about ten to twelve as he had an 
important meeting to attend to. Health & Safety and 
Ofsted hadn’t been invented then. I do remember taking 
some experimental shots with the camera. Shooting 
into the light at waves breaking and attempted macro 
shots of seaweed and rock formations. The results were 
not all that pleasing to me. The film was expensive and 
mistakes were proving to be costly.

Who (photographers, artists or individuals) or what 

has most inspired you, or driven you forward in your 

own development as a photographer?

 To be honest, I think initially I was more influenced and 
inspired by painters than photographers. I loved the 
colour, shapes and form produced by artists who had 
worked in Cornwall – Ben Nicholson, Terry Frost, Patrick 
Heron, Alfred Wallis, Wilhelmina Barns-Graham, and 
especially Peter Lanyon whose work I find very moving 
and inspiring (also of his son Matthew Lanyon). Kurt 
Jackson also has been an influence. Photography-wise 
I like the work of Ansel Adams, Brett Weston, Franco 
Fontana, Michael Kenna, Minor White, Martin Parr, 
Shirley Baker and many others. Undoubtedly though, the 
main influence over the past ten years or so has been 
Chris Friel. I first saw an image of his in a magazine and 
my first thought was that it must be a painting. This 
coincided with me buying my first DSLR and I was 
intrigued as to how he was creating such beautiful 
images with a digital camera. I attended some courses, 
enrolled on a few workshops (thank you Doug Chinnery) 
and later met the very talented Valda Bailey, who has 
been very kind and supportive and also produces 
extraordinary work of energy and beauty.


